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The working title of this project is 
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And this is our model of it: 
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Usually, atmospheric circulation is analyzed via the mean age of stratospheric air. 
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•  Mean age of stratospheric air. 

 
 
 
•  Correlation analysis 

•  Flux Analysis 

All these methods have their own problems! 

• The age spectrum must be known. 
• Tropospheric reference data are needed for the past. 
• Subsidence of mesospheric air into the stratospheric polar vortex              
and subsequent in-mixing in mid-latitudinal air can cause an old 
bias. 

•  Structured patterns are needed; 
•  Reduced spatial resolution 

•  Only local (non-global) interactive method 
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"   The age of air can be understood as an “integral over the stratospheric 
residence time of the air parcel”. Roughly speaking, the intensity of the 
circulation is the quotient of the displacement of the air parcel during its 
stratospheric life and its stratospheric residence time. 

 
"   If we find an approach which is more differential, we can avoid the 

problems mentioned before: The strength of the circulation then is the 
quotient of a short-time displacement and the related time-step. 

"   The continuity equation helps to achieve this! 
 
 
  

Thomas von Clarmann and Udo Grabowski  
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2-D continuity equation: 
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"   Local change of air density: 

 
"   Local change of mixing ratio: 

V and W are the velocities plus contribution by the anti-symmetric part of 
the eddy flux tensor. 
Kϕ and Kz are the mixing coefficients plus the contribution of the symmetric 
part of the eddy flux tensor (c.f. Ko et al., JGR 1985)  
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2-D continuity equation 

"   Usual transport calculations:                                                               
(vmr, density) = continuity equation (v,w,Kϕ,Kz;  vmr0,density0) 

"   What we do:                                                                             
(v,w,Kϕ,Kz) = continuity equation -1 (vmr,density,vmr0,density0) 

For us, tracer analysis is the inverse solution of the continuity equation. 
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The major steps 

1.  Predict the later state for a given initial state by the `forward solution’ 
of the continuity equation for assumed kinematic variables (transport 
calculation). 

2.  Estimate the uncertainties of the predicted later state (error 
estimation). 

3.  Calculate the sensitivity of the  later state with respect to the kinematic 
variables (Jacobian matrix). 

4.  Compare the predicted later state with the measured later state and 
calculate the difference (residual). 

5.  Invert the continuity equation by minimization of the residual. 
6.  The resulting kinematic variables represent the most likely velocities 

and mixing coefficients 
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Step 1: Transport modeling: 

"   We integrate the tendencies:                                                               
new state = old state +δstate/δkinematic * kinematic 

"   Simple Euler integration is too diffusive. 

"   State of the art integration (e.g. Prather) does not allow a closed form 
solution for the Jacobians. 

"   Compromise: MacCormack-integration: a predictor-corrector method. 
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Step 2: Error Propagation 

It is convenient to write the transport problem in matrix notation:  
       Later state = D  *  initial state = Dn * … *D2*D1*initial state; 
 
Each Di,i=1,n  refers to one ‘micro-timestep’; 
 
In this case, the prediction error SI is calculated from the uncertainty of the 
initial state S0 via generalized Gaussian error propagation as 
                      SI = ΠDn S0 (ΠDn)T ; 
 

The “only” problem is to get the Dn matrices J  
 
 
 
 
                                                                                            have fun…… 
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3.Step: Jacobian 

"   The Jacobian is (δ new state)/(δ kinematic variables) 

Recall: state: mixing ratios, air densities 
            kinematic variables: pseudo-velocities, mixing coefficients. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This requires again a little bit of maths J 
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4. Resiudual: 
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Trace gas 
distributions 
measured at time t 

Trace gas contributions 
predicted from initial values 
measured at time t0 

DIFFERENCE 
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"   Degradation of the spatial resolution of the kinetic fields 
works against the ill-posedness of the inverse problem. We 
maximize:  

" pdf = c1 exp-[½(y-F(x)TSy
-1(y-F(x)] c2 exp -[½(x-xa)TR(x-xa)] 

          = c3 exp-[½(y-F(x)TSy
-1(y-F(x) + (x-xa)TR (x-xa) ] 

" xestimated = xa  + (KTSy
-1K + R)-1KTSy

-1(y-F(xa)) 

"   These xestimated values are the kinematic variables obtained 
from this kind of tracer analysis. 
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Test case: p, CH4, N2O, CFC-12, and SF6 
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September – October 2010, Detail 
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Next steps 

"   Include more species; 
"   Consider sinks (photochemical, OH, O1D); 
"   Tune constraints to best distinguish v-terms from K-terms; 
"   Analyze entire MIPAS period to validate if the scheme reproduces 

known events; 
"   Analyze MIPAS MA and UA measurements; 
"   Scientific analysis:  
•  Brewer Dobson circulation (BDCHANGE and follow-up); 
•  Overturning circulation (MESOENERGY); 
•  Stratospheric – mesospheric exchange,subsidence of UA air etc 

(MESOENERGY; 
•  Stratospheric – tropospheric exchange; (MESOENERGY) 
•  … 
"   Include other satellite missions; 
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THANK YOU 
…and sorry for the maths 


